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Robert McKee's screenwriting workshops have earned him an international reputation for
inspiring novices, refining works in progress and putting major screenwriting careers back on
track. Quincy Jones, Diane Keaton, Gloria Steinem, Julia Roberts, John Cleese and David
Bowie are just a few of his celebrity alumni. Writers, producers, development executives and
agents all flock to his lecture series, praising it as a mesmerizing and intense learning
experience.In Story, McKee expands on the concepts he teaches in his $450 seminars
(considered a must by industry insiders), providing readers with the most comprehensive,
integrated explanation of the craft of writing for the screen. No one better understands how all
the elements of a screenplay fit together, and no one is better qualified to explain the "magic" of
story construction and the relationship between structure and character than Robert McKee.
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B. R. Fleming, “A MUST READ for WRITERS of any genre . . .. I truly regret that I hadn't digested
this book sooner. I bought the book when I finally managed, after years of hoping and wishing, to
attend the STORY seminar in Los Angeles in March, 2018. Having the book along through the 3-
day closed seminar with restrictions on the use of electronic devices helped me to fully immerse
myself into the content while listening to Robert McKee explain and exemplify the strategies and
concepts. I write screenplays and novels and find that though STORY indicates a concentration
on "Structure, Style, and the Principles of Screenwriting," the concepts and strategies have
already proved useful for writing any genre. And not only has STORY and Mr. McKee's seminar
given me a new outlook on my writing, I also have found the materials useful in teaching literary
analysis to my high school students and will utilize the material for my Creative Writing class next
school year. How any (real) writer could discount this book as not offering "much help" or would
suggest that writers should "steer clear of it" makes absolutely no sense . . .”

Tantra Bensko, “In love with it. I don't know why, but I actually feel emotional about this book. I've
had it for a long time and read it over and over, turned down the top corners and bottom corners,
marked up passages with different colored pens, and I'm not even a screenwriter. I read it for
fiction writing and to strengthen my editing skills. It's like a family member I feel great gratitude
and appreciation for.His bias against the avant-garde was shocking to me at first and it took time
to get past that, but I forgave him. He does include meta and anti-novel type structures, at least.I
recommend this book to my fiction students all the time. What a gem.”

DJR, “Buy it, toss the cover and read every chapter twice!. I have two copies of "Story" to ensure
it is always nearby.Out of a dozen or so books on writing, I found McKee's "Story" thoroughly
enlightening.It can be a challenge to comprehend in places - but worth the extra effort!In terms
of characters driving narrative, review chapter 7 and examine writing w/in "the gap".I found it
easier to grasp McKee by writing one paragraph summaries of each chapter as I progressed.It
may be helpful to think of each chapter as a separate vignette of knowledge.I suggest reading
the chapters in this order: 1-3, 8, 4, 7, 5-6, 15, 9, 10-11, 14, 18, 12-13, 16-17(the above order
was suggested to me in fact by L.S.)Also, try reading "Save the Cat", contrast/compare w/
"Story" and refer to the "Bible" by Trottier.On a side note, the slip cover is absolutely awful. Throw
it away.The hardcover book w/out the slip cover is a tasteful blue-purple w/ STORY and McKee
in gold print.(see attached photo)”

Christopher B. Derrick, “A Scholarly Work on the Age Old Process of Weaving a Campfire Tale.
There's only so much you can learn about writing from reading about how to do it. And the end of
the day, you have to face the blank page and hammer out the lines of scene description and
dialogue. Nothing is going to help you get over that hurdle, not how much knowledge is in your
head or how many "better movie" ideas (which are a dime for TWO dozen) you think you



have.The discipline to write is NOT taught in this book, so it's not going to make you a better
screenwriter. Only trail and error can do that.McKee's seminal text can do is help you focus and
give structure to how you compile your screenplay; his central notion that plot is character and
character is plot (although he's not the first to suggest this) is the heart of what he's conveying,
and you can learn from this or whole-heartedly disagree. Unfortunately, no one really cares
about that debate; what they care about is: can you write a compelling and engaging screenplay.
Don't bore us, surprise us when and where you can, but learn to tell us a satisfying story that
resonates.Otherwise, you fail.This book is sort of like a riveting coach for a Division One NCAA
athlete; although, you better have some raw ability to begin with, otherwise, what are you doing?
The way this book is broken down and its terminology is helpful for any writer's journey, but it's
not a panacea or quick-fix, as McKee is points out, writing is hard work and if you're not willing to
be in the chair time and time observing life, then nothing in here is going to solve any mysteries
you might think there are to success in the film industry.”

Peter Lundell, “At 419 pages (minus back matter), I thought I'd .... At 419 pages (minus back
matter), I thought I'd skim this book. Nope. From the very first page of the introduction to the last
page of the conclusion, I carefully read--and took time off--to carefully read and mark nearly
every page. Fabulous writing style, profoundly insightful, engaging, educational, and
encouraging. A must-read for any serious screenwriter--and I'm not getting paid to write this
(wish I were!). McKee is indeed worthy of his reputation.”

The Reader, “Great book. Really interesting book that goes into great depth on the art of writing
stories. The focus is film but the info easily relates to novels / TV / theatre.The book is well
written and gives so much insight into the process. It has made watching films / TV shows very
different for me now as I feel like I understand story much better”

Robin, “Forget the rest. Simply, numero uno... for screenplay writers, stage dramatists, and
novelists, too - even though this is not aimed at novelists. This book offers no easy solutions; but
it tells it how it is, and in full. It's honest, profound, pragmatic, and the real deal. Forget every
other 'how to' book. This is the one you need if you want to learn the craft.”

A. Perry, “Still #1 on Subject. Well written and structured, this is deservedly very well respected.
First section is about story structures, content, characters, characterisations, etc. Much of this
you may feel you knew, but here it is rendered clear, citing many examples from popular films. It
then examines the detail, again with examples. I read it steadily rather than quickly, to give each
section due attention. It is an excellent choice if you are interested in the subject and want to
achieve a better understanding.”

Ewan Ashford, “Authoritative, not for the faint-hearted!. This book is a confidence builder. It's
about as complete a text as possible on what it means to be a writer, and what demands that



makes of the individual.There's no doubting the author's credentials, he is one of the
heavyweights of Hollywood. He pulls no punches in pointing out the many (in his eyes) flaws in
modern screenwriting. Some of the concepts are a bit hard to follow, but hey it's a book you can
always re-read when it comes to preparing your masterworks.My only niggle with the book is he
does cite the French New Wave - Brunuel, Godard as well as Ingmar Bergman an awful lot. The
only American writer who gets a look in is Robert Towne. Perhaps McKee doesn't rate any of the
Scorseses or Spielbergs but it would have been good to at least get his take on their (immensley
successful) approaches to story.Despite all the self-analysis, smashing of preconceptions, and
an awful lot of honest (are you sure you can do this?) talk, McKee has crafted a text that spurs
the budding writer on. It builds confidence by presenting the tools, saying 'Look, this works' and
then setting you free. His parting message is to be courageous. Something that I have learned
and will be putting into practice today, and everyday from now on.”

David Wildash, “Good book and packaging. Have only read the first hundred pages or so but is
well structured with plenty of good advice. Also impressed with the packaging the book arrived
in. The box offered good protection to its contents and I really like that the tear off strip to open
the box also removed the part of the address label with my address, meaning I did not have to
struggle peeling a sticky label off before putting it in for recycling. Only a small thing but it shows
someone has given it some thought.”

The book by Robert McKee has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,101 people have provided feedback.
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